
TRANSITIONS “SMOOTHIES”
Sideways Large Ribbed Triangle Shawl

“Free Download” pattern for Trendsetter Yarn Customers only.



#5501-H  SMOOTHIES SIDEWAYS BOXED LONG TRIANGLE SHAWL
Designed By: Barry Klein

TRENDSETTER YARNS USED:
Transitions Smoothies- 1/200gr. box
Needles #6

SIZE: 80” wide x 30” long

GAUGE: With #6 needle and Transitions Smoothies in Stock St.; 24sts= 4”.

#5501-H SMOOTHIES SIDEWAYS BOXED LONG TRIANGLE SHAWL - KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS
1) When working increases below, work until 1 stitch before the end and work M1 increase. Finish the row.

2) When working decrease below, work until 3sts before the end and work SSK or P2-tog depending on stitch pattern. Work last stitch in pattern.

With #6 needle and Transitions Smoothies Cast on 3sts. Knit 1 row. Continue in Garter St. (knit every row) working as follows:
 Row 1: (RS) Knit until 2sts before the end. Knit 1 increasing in stitch. K1.
 Row 2: Knit across the row.

Change to work in pattern as follows, Increasing in the stitch before the end of the RS row and working across all stitches in pattern on the WS 
row: 
 10 rows Stock St. (Knit RS row, Purl WS row)
 10 rows Rib St.:
  Row 1: (RS) *P9,K2*. Rep *to* across the row in pattern as possible.
  Row 2: Work stitches in pattern as they appear on the needle to stay in rib pattern.

Repeat 10 row stripe patterns watching color changes carefully. Th ere are a total of 12 color changes in the complete box of Transitions Smooth-
ies. Just as yarn comes towards the beginning of the 7th color change (center of the complete ball), change to reverse the shaping by working as 
follows (basically stay in pattern as before but work decrease before end of every RS row):
 10 rows Stock St. 
  Work until 3sts before the end of the RS row. K2-tog,K1.
 10 rows Rib St.
  Work in pattern until 3sts before the end of the RS row.  Work 2sts together to keep in pattern and fi nish
  the row staying in pattern.
Continue in pattern until 3sts remain. Bind off .


